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From a known ii. tr. ^ __, F(.), n sajnples are drawn, and are ordered as 

V V ••'' V acco*-<üng to the value of b (0^ t^ oo). For example, the b's 

might be family names, drsvn from some known ethnic distribution, and arranged 

alphabetically for filing purposes.  These ordered samples are to be divided 

into groups, and stored in filing drawers (or blocks of computer storage), with 

space left 1> each drawer for additions to the file.  If many additions are made 

to the file, of course, there is the possibility that a drawer will overflow, 

and that the filing groups will have to be reorganized.  Given a fixed initial 

sample size and common capacity of each drawer, the best system design will 

group the names so that the overflow probability is the same for each drawer. 

In this paper, we shall indicate how to perform this initial a priori grouping 

of the files. 

Suppose that a certain drawer begins with the tth sample whose value is b , 

and end^ ¥ith the (t+d)^ sample whose value is b^.  Now suppose that N new 

independent samples are drawn from the same distribution, and added to the files 

in correct order.  The probability that x of the new samples will be placed in 

this particular drawer (i.e., that x of their values lie between b and b   ) is 
t     t+d' 

Just: 

v-» ivw ■ (')P1 (i-p)"-11, £S:i;::^i-*        (1) 
x=0,l,..N 

where    p = Kl»^)-?^)     is the probability that a single new  sample would fall 

in this drawer,  and where  for convenience we have  defined b    = 0 and b 
0        n+1 

Usually, however, when a filing, system is planned,, it is not possible to 

know in advance the values of the first and last names in drawer, but only their 

file positions, the indices t and %*,     Thus, one is interested in the probability 



of insertation in a given drawer, averaged over all possible values, b^ and 

b   , of the positions, t and t+d.  It is known that the Joint distribution 

density of the t  and (t+a)  ordered samples is: 

♦ (VW =   (t-i)i (S-i): (n-t-d):   WVl*"1   • 
(2) 

• tF(bt^) " '^tJJ*"1 t1 - lOuJf'*'* f(bt) t(>%^ 
9 

so that the averaged distribution of new samples lying between the t      and 

(t+d)      positions of the old samples is  just: 

wx = wx(N,n;t,t^)  = J    J ttt Ät44 ^VW 'x^ K'S*^      (5) 

A first  change of variable,   z = 1  - F(b   )/F(b     ,), with respect to b  ;   then a 

second change  of variable,   y = F(b       );  and we are  led to the simplified form: 

„   r     .       x+t+d-l  /,      sn-t-d     r x-fd-l  /n     xt-1   /n        ..N-x /.» wx = K  /       dy y (l-y) /       dz  z (l-z) (l-yz)    #   , (4) 
0 0 

with K = (nl) [(t-1): (d-1): (n-t-d):]"1 . 

•  • /    \N-x 
Upon expanding (l-yz)   with the binomial theorem, integrating the 

separated integrals using the definition of Beta functions, and summing the 

resulting series through the formula: 

See, for example, Gumbal, E. J., Statistics of Extremes, Columbia University 
Press, New York (1958), p. 55. 
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y     (*)    (a-*^);     /  jk a.'   (b-Hn-l)' .   . 
L   Ik I {lM)i W     -   J&Smfl raj] ' (5) 

one finds after some algebraic manipulation that: 
* 

/N+n-d-x\      /d+x-lx 

vv   (N,n;t,t-Ki)  .    \    n-d    I LüZ x -  0 1       N CM 
*        ' /N-H1\ '    X - U>L"-" (Dj 

O 

the so-called distribution of exceedances. whose properties are known*. For 

example, the mean number of names (out of the I new samples) which lie between 

the t  and the (t-ni)  positions (of the original n ordered samples) is: 

x = 

® with a variance; 

dN 
~^r   > o (?) 

a 2 M(n-d4.l)(n-ri<-Hl) 
X "   (n+l)

2 (n^)     * (8) 

There are several interesting properties of the distribution (6). First, 

m m the probability that x of the new names fall in a given drawer depends only on 

the number of original samples defining the drawer, d+1, and not upon the index 

t which describes the position of the first name of the drawer in the original 

sample.  In other words: 

wx(N,n;0,d) = wx(N,n;l,d+l) = ...= wx(N,n;t,t-kl) = ... wx(N,njn^d-l,n+l) .  (9) 

Secondly, we note that the averaged distribution is independent of the sampling 

distribution; roughly speaking, this is because on the average the new samples 

tend ^o "fill out" the sampling distribution in the same way that the original 

samples did. • 

* 
op.cit., pp. 5Ö-65. _3_ 



For only one new sample (N=l), the averaged distribution (6) reduces to the 

binomial distribution obtained from (l) by substituting the average probability, 

P = d/(n+l), between two ordered san^les d units apart; however, for more than 

one new sample, the variance (8) is larger than that obtained by using the 

average parameter, p , in the bincmial distribution. 

In the usual applications, both samples are large, with: 

o 

Lim -?—    = f 

In this case: 

^d-l+x 
Wx = ^ d-D ^ ^^^ ' x= V'1'2'  .  (10) 

%. special case of the negative binomial distribution. 

« 
To answer the design problem posed at the beginning, we note that the 

avertged probability distribution is independent of the sampling distribution 

and of the original first or I^st name — and thus depends only on the number 

of names to be stored in a given drawer.  Hence, to equalize the probability of 

overflow among drawers of the same capacity, the same number of empty positions 

should be left in each drawer, no matter which portion of the* alphabet is con- 

tained in the drawer. 
* 

Suppose that a given drawer begins with index t, and the next drawer begins 

with t+d; this scheme will preserve the original initial entry in each drawer, 

and there will be d names in each drawer to begin with,  if the drawer has a 
f.1 

capacity c,  then the overflow probability for this drawer is: 

-■ t l^ Wx(N,n;0,d)     , (ll) 

x=c-d+l 
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which lor the approximation (10) can be written as 

?0 = (d-1 ) f (1-f)  ^(c+l,!; c-cUS; f)  . (12) 

If the  fraction f is e^ail compared to the fraction of drawer space that is un- 

used,  the hyper^eometrlc function ^ may be approximated by unity. 

If one has a system of r drawers, which begin with names ..of index 

0 = 0'tl',*--'tr.-i (original first entries are preserved In each drawer,  except 

that zero#alwayS starts the first drawer),   then an analysis  similar to the  one 

given above will give the  Joint distribution of x0  falling in the first drawer, 

x1 falling in the second drawer,   ...,3^ falling in the rth drawer.     We state 

without proof: 

1 f\+r\-1+\\ 
k=0 V 3t / w (N,n;t    t,...^    .,t   )    =    -*^°A X^        / /,.* x0,x1,...,xr_1 0    1' r-1'  rJ /N-HIN (13) 

with 0=   t0< ^^   ...N< Vi^  tr = N4.1  , 

and x0 + x:L + ...   + xr_1    =    N 

In order to calculate the probability that at least one of the r drawers has 

overflowed, we must take the tall sum of  (15). 
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